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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Skilling the Bay is a unique regional initiative established to
address the economic and industry changes impacting the
Geelong region, it is led by The Gordon Institute of TAFE
(The Gordon) and delivered in partnership with Deakin
University and the Victorian State Government. Skilling the
Bay (STB) is leading a collaborative effort which brings
together education providers, community organisations
and industry to deliver targeted initiatives which enable
the community to prepare for the new world of work.
This report covers the period of the STB program
known as ‘Stage 3’, from 2018 to 2020 and funding
provided to support the continued operation of
the STB Project Management Office (PMO) and its
strategic objectives and initiatives during this period.
Stage 1 was announced in 2011 in response to
Geelong’s economic and workforce transition from
declining traditional manufacturing to a more diverse
knowledge based economy. Since then, the Victorian
Government, Deakin University and The Gordon have
collaborated to bring about new educational and
workforce opportunities for the Geelong region.
Following the initial community consultation and
project scoping phase of Stage 1, Stage 2 (2014-2017)
and Stage 3 (2018-2020) focused on the development,
implementation and delivery of initiatives aligned to
regional priority action areas, and the three goals of STB:
•

Education – Informing and raising educational
attainment levels focused on pathways to employment.

•

Employment – Increasing workforce participation
through training and re-skilling.

•

Skills – Growing existing and emerging industries
through targeted skills development.

The project governance, and operational responsibility
carried by The Gordon, has ensured consistent
management of initiatives and projects, including a
continuous improvement approach to program delivery
and the reallocation of funds from any projects not
performing to new or supplementary initiatives.
STB is aligned to State Government objectives and
government has invested in this program as part
of its commitment to quality education in Victoria,
in recognition of the distinct role TAFE plays in the
skilling of industries and communities. The program
has been managed within budget and has delivered
tangible value for money outcomes, including new
pathways to further study or employment, increased
enrolments, development of new VET courses, and
additional benefits such as effective collaboration
and partnerships with industry, schools, government
agencies and regional and community networks.
There are many indicators that the cumulative work of
STB has had a positive impact in the Geelong region, and
fulfilled its aims to support people of all ages to participate
in education and training, particularly the vulnerable
and those experiencing disadvantage. Project outcomes
demonstrate that many of the performance indicators
have been met or exceeded. There are clear examples
of ‘spin off’ projects which have occurred; e.g. GeeMap,
D-Tech Skills Builder and the Returnships program. The
diversity and breadth of the projects delivered has resulted
in some valuable learnings that have the capacity to
inform and improve future program design and delivery.

Over its three stages of delivery, STB has realised several
integrated projects to improve education, employment and
skills outcomes in the region by bringing together education
providers, community organisations and industry to
provide tangible results for participants and stakeholders.
Led by The Gordon, STB is governed by an Advisory
Group consisting of senior regional leaders, currently
chaired by the CEO of The Gordon TAFE, Joe Ormeno.
A high level of accountability has been maintained
throughout the program, with regular reporting to the
Advisory Group and a Monitoring Subcommittee. A
robust process of reporting was established to keep
the program and the subsequent initiatives on track,
and providing a transparent mechanism for measuring
outcomes at both a strategic and operational level.

Stakeholders highly value
the Skilling the Bay model for
customised place-based delivery
of skills training and capability
building and its focus on bringing
organisations together to
facilitate collaboration, sharing
of resources and development of
local solutions.” 1

1. Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 6
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From the initial stage of STB the Advisory Group and
regional stakeholders understood that a long-term
and consistent approach would be required to tackle
the education, employment and skills challenges faced
by the region. These included lower than Victorian
average education attainment rates, higher than average
unemployment, very high youth unemployment and the
large number of retrenched workers impacted by structural
adjustment in the economy.

STB acknowledges that there are many contributors to
the largely successful transition of the Geelong economy
in the past decade, including all levels of government who
have invested in the region through relocation of large
government instrumentalities such as TAC, WorkSafe and
establishment of the NDIA Headquarters. However we also
acknowledge the work of our collaborators and delivery
partners who continue to champion change and support
the vulnerable in our community.

As STB enters a new chapter, with the conclusion of
program delivery in 2020, the Advisory Group sought
permission from DET to commission research to tell the
story of Geelong’s response to the decline in traditional
manufacturing and the impending jobs crisis and the
subsequent transition to a more diverse knowledge based
economy. The Geelong Education and Workforce Profile
2011 – 2021 (GEWP) research report is an independent
report developed to profile the changing education,
employment and skills landscape during that time and
detail emerging challenges and opportunities. This research
provides an evidence base to inform a unified approach
to address current and rapidly developing education,
employment and skills challenges, including identifying how
such a strategy can be resourced in the future.

STB has played a facilitating role amongst sometimes
competing stakeholders to develop and deliver solutions
to education, employment and skills challenges. The
establishment of interdisciplinary networks is one of the
benefits STB has created. The STB evaluation report, and
subsequent GEWP report identified the ability to bring
together stakeholders that haven’t normally collaborated as
a real strength.

In early 2020 there has been unprecedented disruption
to our economy, our schools, our educational institutions
and our lives due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We have
been thrust into the future of work and learning that was
often talked about. The social and economic impact of
lock-down and social distancing restrictions is beginning
to emerge with alarming predictions of job losses and
under-employment, and we can see how existing issues
of community inequality are being exacerbated by the
pandemic.
Education and training will be central strategies to our
region’s response to COVID-19 and transformation in a post
COVID-19 environment. The GEWP, and recommendations
contained within, remain relevant despite a considerably
changed landscape from the one they were written in. The
recommendations identified can provide a mechanism
to rebound more successfully and grasp opportunities
more effectively as we grapple with the critical education
and employment challenges ahead, and emerge in a new
environment.

Government can utilise the learning, systems and
frameworks established by STB to assist other regions
across Victoria to identify and address education,
employment and skills challenges, and develop a
coordinated place-based response. The Victorian
Government has benefited from programs and models
established by STB in the past (including the Skills and
Jobs Centre model, and new accredited course in the use
of Carbon Fibre in Composite Manufacturing) and there
is further opportunity to expand or replicate successful
program delivery in other regions or across the state (with
programs such as the Growing Health and Community
Services Workforce and Geelong Tertiary Futures Program
for example).

Skilling the Bay is
about what we do next
as an economy and a
community.” 2

2. Comment from Consultations, Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 37
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• Massive structural and economic
change, with a shift away from
traditional manufacturing
• Rapid technological change impacting
on workforces
• Growth in health care, education,
agribusiness, professional services and
visitor economy.
Regional Focus
• Building strong and prosperous
regions
• Regional partnerships providing an
informed and direct regional voice
solutions.
Skills First
• A new vision for TAFE, with focus on
education for all
• Grow Industry capability and meet
demand
• Increase enrolments for those
experiencing disadvantage.
Education State
• Improve the quality and capability of
teachers
• Increase student capability in STEM
and digital technologies
• Better prepare our young people for
jobs now and into the future.

GEELONG: AN ECONOMY IN
TRANSITION

Delivering regional initiatives aligned with
government policy to grow the economy
and develop a workforce capable of
working now and into the future.
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Partnerships

80%

573

VETiS & SBATs in
Community Services
and Health = 85%
completion rate.

Teachers participated
in a Digital Technologies
and STEM education
professional
development program.

2668

687

407

826

Geelong region
secondary students
have participated in
a STB Program.

Young people building
digital technology
awareness and skills.

Of participants in Health
and Community Service
pathway programs intend
to pursue a career in the
industry sector.

132

518

75%

People employed
through Education to
Employment programs.

Young people
participated in an
entrepreneurship
education program.

Higher than average
completions for education to
employment programs, total
of 210 participants completed
from 280 commencements
(compared with 47% for all
VET courses, NCVER).

Goal 1 - Raise educational
attainment levels
focused on
employment pathways
Goal 2 - Increase workforce
participation through
training and reskilling
Goal 3 - Grow existing and
emerging industries
through targeted
skills development

Year 9 students
participated in the Geelong
Tertiary Futures Program,
raising awareness of
future pathways with 40%
returning to The Gordon
for further study.

FAR REACHING PROGRAMS WITH IMPACT

185+

Working with:
• Industry networks and
partners
• Secondary schools
• Regional networks
• Government departments
and agencies

Led by The Gordon TAFE and delivered in partnership with Deakin University and the Victorian Government.

UNIQUE MODEL OF COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIPS

• Lead cross sectoral workforce
development
• Deliver an Education 4.0 learning
model
Advance innovative education and
skilling solutions
• Drive radical inclusion
• Foster entrepreneurship for women,
people with a disability, CALD and
Indigenous Australians
• Engage community in lifelong learning
via place based programs
• Deliver an evidence based approach,
grounded in action research.

BEYOND 2020

• Proven project management and
implementation methods
• Evidence based approach
• Place based, regional solutions
• Replicable and scalable models of
delivery
• Established partnerships and
governance structures
• Collaboration and innovation
• Total investment $3.96 million over
3 years.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Skilling the Bay is a
demonstration of the distinct
role TAFE plays in leading the
community with a united focus on
education, employment and skills.

PREPARING GEELONG FOR THE JOBS OF THE FUTURE THROUGH EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT AND INNOVATION

STAGE 3 2018 - 2020

INTRODUCTION
‘Preparing Geelong for the Jobs of the future through
education, employment and innovation.’
Skilling the Bay (STB) is a unique regional initiative
established to address the economic and industry changes
impacting the Geelong region. Led by The Gordon and
delivered in partnership with Deakin University and the
Victorian Government, STB is leading a collaborative effort
which brings together education providers, community
organisations and industry to deliver targeted initiatives
which enable the community to prepare for work now and
into the future.

These goals were identified by community consultation
at a Jobs Summit in June 2013. This first stage involved a
project logic mapping process, which created a framework
for measuring and monitoring performance. This was
followed by identification of projects that align with the
‘Education, Employment and Skills’ goals, and selection of
the project partners to deliver them.

Since STB’s inception, the Victorian Government has
invested $14.8 million in stages, with the aim to deliver on
three key goals:
•

Raise educational attainment levels.

•

Increase workforce participation through
training and re-skilling.

•

Grow existing and emerging industries
through targeted skills development.

Skilling the Bay has arisen in the context of significant change for
Geelong region, including a demise in traditional manufacturing
businesses. Skilling the Bay provides an education and skilling
response to this context; its focus has been to re-skill those who
are out of work, and to skill members of the Geelong community
for jobs of the future. It has undertaken this work in a
variety of contexts ranging from schools and industry
to local communities. The need identified at the
outset of the project has come to pass; many manufacturing
plants including Ford and Alcoa have closed. The economy is
changing in a way that was anticipated by the community,
and by the instigators of Skilling the Bay.” 2
3. Synergistiq, Evaluation of Skilling the Bay, (15 April 2018), p 67.
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METHODOLOGY
Skilling the Bay has been delivered over three stages.
Stage 1 (2012-2014) had the aim to develop a long term jobs
vision for Geelong. The focus was establishing governance,
building relationships with stakeholders, developing
an evidence base, and consulting with the community.
Building on and aligning with existing activity was a key
priority along with providing opportunities for community
and stakeholder input into defining the jobs vision and
action plan. A Jobs Summit was held in June 2013 which led
to the Priority Actions Report released in December 2013.
This identified the need for lifting educational attainment
of both young people and adults, and increasing workforce
participation through re-engaging with education and
training.
Stage 2 (2014-2017) involved the release of the Priority
Actions Report and an investment of $4.6 million funding
over three years (announced December 2013) to deliver
the actions contained in the Priority Actions Report. It also
included a commitment to support emerging industries,
employers and workers in the Geelong region. This stage
saw the development and delivery of regional initiatives,
working collaboratively with various stakeholders to deliver
them. A significant focus was the development of a process
to monitor performance, progress and initiative outcomes.
A further five initiatives were announced with $4.6 million
funding to deliver a total of 10 projects as part of Stage 2,
bringing the total Stage 2 funding to $9.2 million (GST Incl.)
over 4 years.
Stage 3 (2018-2020) is the focus of this report and involved
an investment of $1.2 million to support the continued
delivery of the STB Project Management Office (PMO) and
its strategic objectives and initiatives for two years. Due
to careful resource management, the funding provided
has enabled PMO delivery for an additional 12 months,
concluding PMO delivery at the end of 2020. During this
stage, funding was also secured to include the delivery
of the Whittington Works initiative ($150,000) as part of
the Higher Education and Skills funding agreement, and
further investment of $1.6 million was secured for delivery
of Education initiatives from Pathways and Transitions. This
brings the total investment in Stage 3 to $3.96 million over
3 years.
Stage 3 has evolved due to demonstrated outcomes,
continued regional need and emerging opportunities.
Whilst some initiatives have come to a natural conclusion
and others have transitioned to another host, Stage 3 has
enabled continued delivery of key programs along with the
development of new initiatives.
A key to the success of each stage has been the strategic
long-term approach.
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Next Stage
In consultation with DET in late 2019, the STB Advisory
Group undertook research to tell the story of Geelong’s
response to the decline in traditional manufacturing
and impending jobs crisis in 2011, and its transition to a
more diverse knowledge-based economy. As a result, an
independent report was developed profiling the education,
employment and skills landscape during that time and
detailing emerging challenges and opportunities. This
research provides an evidence base to inform a unified
approach to address current and developing education,
employment and skills challenges, including identifying how
such a strategy can be resourced in the future.
See Attachment 1 for The Geelong Education and
Workforce Profile Report 2011-2021.
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GOVERNANCE
Skilling the Bay is guided by an Advisory Group consisting
of key stakeholders from Geelong’s industry, education
and community sectors. During Stages 2 and 3, the Group
was chaired by Professor Jane den Hollander AO, ViceChancellor, Deakin University, then by The Gordon CEO’s
Lisa Line and Joe Ormeno, respectively. The Advisory
Group provides advice to STB and The Gordon on project
strategy and direction.
The Advisory Group is supported by a Monitoring
Subcommittee comprised of members from the Advisory
Group, including the Department of Education and
Training representative. The Subcommittee reviews
quarterly reports from each initiative, assessing them
against budgetary goals and Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) and providing recommendations to the Advisory
Group about potential further action. In addition to the
overarching Advisory Group, many STB initiatives and
programs are supported by their own steering committees,
comprised of industry and/or program stakeholders to
advise on program delivery.
The Gordon is responsible for operational management of
STB and has undertaken a leadership role in the delivery
of the program, including providing a significant in-kind
contribution.
The Skilling the Bay Advisory Group is the decision making
agent responsible for the strategic direction of the program.
It sets the program aims and monitors progress towards
program outcomes. It has responsibility for decision making
regarding intervention if the program is failing to deliver
its intended outcomes. It is accountable to government
for the disbursement of funds. Skilling the Bay’s Probity
Framework complies with the State Government probity
principles for entities expending government funds.
The Skilling the Bay Project Management Office (previously
the Secretariat) is responsible for decisions relevant to
program implementation, including recommendations for
the selection of delivery partners, and provides advice to
the STB Advisory Group on strategic opportunities and
risks for consideration.
Delivery partners for individual project initiatives are
monitored by STB in accordance with contractual
obligations established within specific funding agreements
and the Performance Measurement Framework. Reporting
is undertaken by the PMO and delivery partners on a
quarterly basis, overseen by the STB Advisory Group
Monitoring Subcommittee. For all initiatives, quarterly
progress reports are produced including an assessment of
risks potentially impacting initiative outcomes supported
by mitigation intervention strategies as required. Program
reporting is streamlined where possible, and STB reports
are provided to relevant government departments and
agencies as per funding agreements.

Project Steering Committees:
•

Careers in Community Services and Health.

•

Community Services Subcommittee.

•

Digital Technologies Planning Group.

•

Geelong Tertiary Futures Program.

•

GeeMap – Entrepreneurial ecosystem.

•

Newcomb D-Tech Skills Builder Executive.

•

Northern Futures.

•

Returnships program.

•

Skilling for Advanced Manufacturing.

•

STEM Manufacturing Futures.

•

STEM Program.

•

STEM & Entrepreneurship in Primary Schools Program,
Deakin University.

•

Tech School Curriculum Committee.

•

Upstart Reference Group.

•

Whittington Works Alliance.

Stage 3 STB Advisory Group Members
past and present
Clare Amies
CEO, genU
Damian Armour
Former CEO, Epworth
Lee-Anne Fisher
Executive Director - Engagement,
Participation and Inclusion, DET
John Fletcher
Regional Manager,
Australian government Department of Employment
Jane den Hollander
Former Vice Chancellor, Deakin University
Lisa Line
Former CEO, The Gordon
Toby O’Connor
Consultant
Joe Ormeno
CEO, The Gordon
Dineli Mather
Pro Vice-Chancellor - Graduate Employment,
Deakin University
Phil Honeywell
Principal, Newcomb Secondary College
Catriona Salt
Area Executive Director - Barwon Region,
Department of Education
Nick Stanley
Chair, Runway
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MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
A clear performance measurement framework was
developed to measure and track the performance of each
of the STB initiatives. The framework, initially developed by
Nous Group, includes key performance indicators, targets,
monitoring requirements and where possible benchmarks
to allow the Advisory Group and The Gordon to monitor
progress on an ongoing basis and make informed decisions.
The formative and summative evaluations noted that STB is
characterised by strong governance, effective partnerships
and broad stakeholder engagement. The final stage of
the project evaluation (April 2018) included the following
observations:

Interview feedback and the documentary
record illustrate strong and transparent
management of governance
responsibilities. There were clear risk
monitoring and reporting processes
in place. Performance measures were
designed to be ‘outcome’ focused rather
than just ‘output’ focused. There was
recognition by the Advisory Group that
many of the projects required a long-term
focus; that some programs needed to
operate for several years before outcomes
could be fully realised, particularly for the
education programs focused on career
pathways for students.” 4
A robust Performance Measurement Framework was
developed to support the Advisory Group to:
•

Make informed decisions about projects.

•

Monitor and track approved projects.

•

Use the updated Performance Measurement Framework
to refine the program logic framework.

The Performance Measurement Framework outlines the
goals, key performance indicators (KPI’s), identifies data
sources to populate the measures, analyses the data, and
allows for adjustments to re-align performance to the goals
and objectives.

4. Synergistiq, Evaluation of Skilling the Bay, (15 April 2018), p 3.
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Each KPI included benchmarks (some benchmarks were
established during the course of delivery due to the ‘new’
nature of programs), targets and timelines.
Project progress against key KPI’s is reported in Table 4 in
the Summary of Stage 3 Initiatives.
Our approach to governance, program design
and performance:
•

Embedded within TAFE.

•

Led by an Advisory Group, made up of regional industry
and community leaders.

•

Stakeholder consultation and research.

•

Project evaluation.

•

Performance measurement framework.

•

Evaluation.

PROGRAMS AND PROGRAM DELIVERY
STB has developed and delivered (with delivery partners)
a broad and diverse set of initiatives to build capability and
capacity for work in a new and diverse economy.
Table 1 depicts the initiatives as they relate to each goal,
however they are interrelated and interconnected. It
is also worth noting that many of these initiatives have
subprogram elements. In delivering these programs STB
works with multiple delivery partners (with a core of 11),
involve over 185 industry partners, 26 secondary schools,
and the Geelong Tech School.

These objectives were identified based on environmental
scanning and the regional context. Gaps in the education,
employment and skills ecosystem are identified and
investigated with stakeholders, solutions are developed
and proposed and pending approval by the Advisory
Group (and government agencies as appropriate) detailed
implementation plans developed. Contracts and/or MOU’s
with delivery partners are put in place and initiatives are
delivered in accordance with the approved plans.

STB programs have been designed to:
•

Raise awareness of career opportunities, and lift
education attainment rates of young people and adults.

•

Create pathways to new and sustainable employment.

•

Increase workforce participation for retrenched workers
and long-term unemployed.

•

Increase student and teacher capability in STEM and
digital technologies subjects.

Table 1 - Goals and initiatives

Initiatives managed by
Skilling the Bay throughout
2014 to 2020

Goal 1 - Education

Goal 2 - Employment

Goal 3 - Skills

• G
 eelong Tertiary Futures
Program

• G
 eelong Workforce
Development Centre
(now Skills and Jobs
Centre)

• G
 eelong Future Industry
Project

• S
 uccessful Students –
STEM Program
• C
 areers in Community
Services and Health
• D
 igital Technologies
Program
• N
 ewcomb D-Tech Skills
Builder
• S
 TEM Manufacturing
Futures

• W
 hittington Works Alliance
• N
 orthern Futures
• R
 eturnships - work
experience for priority
cohorts

• S
 kills for Advanced
Manufacturing – Composite
Materials
• S
 killing for Business
Success - Upstart Challenge
• S
 killing the Health and
Community Services
Workforce
• GeeMap
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GEELONG: AN ECONOMY IN TRANSITION
The period of time since STB was introduced has seen significant transition in the Geelong economy. A new education and
skills mix is required is to meet this transition. Despite initial predictions and due to a collaborative regional approach, overall
Geelong has seen a decrease in the unemployment rate during the time of STB and other responses.
Our region has also seen a rise in the percentage of students completing Year 12, along with those going on to tertiary
education. However the concerning statistics show increases both in suburban pockets of unemployment and youth
unemployment (see Tables 2 and 3).5

2009
Ford flags
potential
closure

2014
Alcoa closes
Pt. Henry
> 1000 jobs

2013
QANTAS
sheds 300
jobs

2018
Target
Head office

2016
Last car rolls
off the Ford
assembly line

2018
Boral closes
Waurn
Ponds kiln

The staged delivery of STB has occurred alongside the changing economic landscape in the Geelong region.
The diagram below illustrates some of the changes which have occurred in the same timeframe.

2013
NDIA

2009
TAC

2014
Skilling
the Bay
Stage 2

2017
Geelong
Regional
Library

2018
Skilling
the Bay
Stage 3

Heales Road

Avalon
Int Airport

2016
Carbon Revolution

Epworth
ABS

2011
Skilling
the Bay
Stage 1

2014
Give Where
You Live

2015
Federal
Mills

2016
Manufutures

2018
Geelong Renewable
Energy
hub

2017
Ongoing
residential
developments

2018
Geelong
Performing
Arts Centre

UNESCO
Geelong
City of Design

Worksafe

2019-20
COVID-19

2018
Geelong Tech
School

Changing Industry = changing education expectations:
•

Higher level qualifications

•

•

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths = STEM
disciplines

Entrepreneurship = problem solving, innovation,
business skills

•

Creativity, teamwork, collaboration

•

Digital technologies

•

Underpinning all this is increased literacy and numeracy

•

Data analysis

5.

Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 15.
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GEELONG REGION SNAPSHOT
Rising Employment Levels

Table 2 - Snapshot of Employment Rates 2011 - 2019 8

One of the key goals for Skilling the Bay in 2013
was to lift workforce participation in the region.
The 2006, 2011 and 2016 Census data shows
that overall the numbers increased by 20% (from
100,772 to 120,977) across the Census periods. 7

2011

2016

2019

Labour Force
Geelong

109,673

124,343

128,642

Unemployment Rate %
Geelong
Corio - Norlane
Newcomb - Moolap

5.2
13.7
7.9

6.5
17.9
11.1

4.9
15.3
9.3

Youth Unemployment Rate %
Geelong
Corio
Norlane
Whittington

11.1
21.3
30.2
24.5

8.4
21.8
24.4
18.6

9.8
NA
NA
NA

It is clear from stakeholder consultations
and available data that Skilling the Bay
has played a key role over the past eight
years in assisting Geelong in its response
to the skills challenges associated with a
volatile local economy.” 6

Increased School Retention
The data relating to educational attainment
trends in Geelong shows that Year 12 completion
rates are rising. In 2006 the Year 12 completion
rate in the G21 region was 39.9%.
Since that time the completion rate has improved
to 50.6% of the G21 region population (aged
15 years and over) but, even with significant
improvement, it remains below the average
for Victoria (59.4%). 9
Ontrack data show us that of the students
completing Year 12, 46% are going on to university,
with another 20% into an education/employment
pathway. Many of the growth opportunities that
are likely to become available within the region in
the future will require some form of postsecondary qualification. 10

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Table 3 - Snapshot of Education Attainment 2011 - 2019 11
2011

2016

2019

Year 12 Completion Rate %
Geelong
Corio
Norlane
Whittington

41.6
26.3
24.1
25.0

46.4
29.2
27.0
28.0

50.6
NA
NA
NA

Highest Qualification %
Bachelor or Higher degree
Advanced Diploma or Diploma
Vocational
No qualification
Not stated

15.7
8.2
20.0
45.6
10.5

18.7
9.5
21.0
40.4
10.4

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 6.
Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p6.
Id Community Demographic Resources https://profile.id.com.au/geelong/
Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p4
Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p5
Id Community Demographic Resources https://profile.id.com.au/geelong/
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE
The STB Project Management Office (PMO), embedded
within The Gordon TAFE has played a central and diverse
role during Stage 3 delivery.
The PMO has set, maintained and ensured high standards
of project governance and delivery of ongoing projects. It
has provided oversight, guidance and inspiration for new
projects delivered via STB and within The Gordon. The
PMO has worked closely and extensively within The Gordon
TAFE, as per the funding agreement, providing assistance
and innovation to existing and new projects. In addition,
STB has informed the development of new VET (Vocational
Education and Training) programs and continued to raise
the profile and capability of VET within the region.

Stakeholders report that there is no other
organisation in Geelong or the region that
is:
• Doing the research to underpin
programs in areas where there is an
apparent need.
• Bringing people together to facilitate
local place-based solutions.
• Working with community organisations
to strengthen their ability to respond
to highly local needs.
• Filling the gaps when needs arise.
• Setting strategy that focuses
collaborative effort on addressing skills
of the future – “Skilling the Bay People
understand the big picture and how
to translate it into action in Geelong”
(consultations).
• Understanding the different
government departments and what
they need.
• Able to report on the work that is
happening on the ground.” 12

The STB project team are employed by The Gordon TAFE
and the PMO is comprised of a small contingent of staff
averaging 2.7 FTE (per year) over three years of Stage 3
delivery.
PMO staff are responsible for the management and delivery
of initiatives, actively working with delivery partners to
ensure the effectiveness of programs, and are responsible
for effective project management. The STB PMO is
recognised and called upon for its project management
expertise and has assisted with a number of Gordon TAFE
initiatives through stakeholder engagement, facilitation and
consultation activities to support Gordon TAFE funding
applications through the Workforce Training and Innovation
Fund, Regional and Specialist Training Fund and the
Regional Skills Fund, as well as Federal Government grants
as appropriate. Although not all applications under these
schemes were successful, considerable time, effort and
energy were expended to prepare and submit thorough
and robust applications.
The diversity and breadth of the projects delivered to date
have resulted in valuable learnings that have the capacity
to inform and improve future program design and delivery.
STB will continue to liaise with government to share and
utilise the learning, systems and frameworks established to
support other regions across Victoria to develop placebased approaches to growing the economy.
STB PMO staff have been very active in the regional
education, employment and skills ecosystem, raising the
profile of various education pathways (particularly for
those experiencing disadvantage) and highlighting the role
of TAFE and the VET sector more broadly to successfully
enable a transitioning regional economy.
As identified in the recent GEWP, stakeholders highly
value the STB model for customised place-based delivery
of skills training and capability building programs, and
its focus on bringing organisations together (on-theground) to facilitate collaboration, sharing of resources and
development of local solutions where gaps in traditional
education and training exists.

12. Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 50
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Geelong Education and Employment Ecosystem 13

13. Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 50
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PMO ACTIVITIES
Awareness raising and informing policy

Educational Reviews and Research

During Stage 3 STB continued to contribute to a number
of regional forums, providing submissions to inform future
policy: on education and employment; combat rising youth
unemployment; and address employment challenges for
disadvantaged job seekers.

STB welcomed the continued focus on reviewing vocational
education and training, both through the recent VCAL
review by the Victorian Department of Education, and also
the upcoming Macklin review.

STB presented to Commissioners at the Geelong Public
Hearing for the National Youth Commission (NYC) into
Youth Employment held in Geelong, with the presentation,
‘Preparing young people with skills for the 21st Century
workplace’ and subsequent interview detailing the diversity
and breadth of programs delivered, whilst highlighting
education pathways and STEM and Digital Technologies
programs in more detail.
STB contributed to the G21 Alliance submission to the
Parliamentary Inquiry into Sustainable Employment for
Disadvantaged Jobseekers to highlight programs making
a positive difference for people with significant barriers
to entering the workforce. Subsequently STB was invited
as part of The Gordon representations to speak at the
Inquiry hearing in Geelong providing further evidence of
the contribution to regional efforts to address this complex
issue. Both presentations and interviews were positively
received, noting the impressive level of collaboration
and positive impact being demonstrated through STB
outcomes, particularly in the ‘Education to Employment’
programs.

STB coordinated The Gordon’s submission into the
statewide VCAL/VETDSS review, the submission was an
opportunity to provide further detail following consultation
at a regional roundtable workshop led by John Firth.
STB with The Gordon also contributed to the regional study
‘Making the Case for VCAL’ led by the Geelong Region Local
Learning and Employment Network (GRLLEN), investigating
the status and opportunities for VCAL at a regional level.
STB looks forward to how the results of these research
reports work to ensure that all Victorian students continue
to have access to high-quality vocational and applied
learning opportunities in the region.
The Changing Nature of Work
In planning and advocacy, STB has been cognisant of
the changing nature of industry, work and educational
expectations in our regions. The jobs of the future are
going to look different, employees will change jobs
more frequently, and increasing qualifications will be
required. Future employees will be required to change
jobs frequently, with up to 75,000 jobs being impacted by
automation by 2030. 14

G21 Training Pillar
STB provided an interactive presentation at the December
2019 G21 Pillar meeting, titled STB Past, Present and Future.
The presentation focused on the changing nature of work
and existing education, employment and skills challenges
for the region. The presentation also included program
outcomes and collective impact of STB initiatives to date,
as well as highlighting future collaboration and partnership
opportunities outlined in the ‘Beyond the Horizon’ report.
The STB Program Manager, representing The Gordon, was
also nominated and unanimously supported to become the
Training Pillar deputy chair.

14.

Future of Work for Todays 15 Year Olds 15

AUTOMATION
Ever-smarter
machines performing
ever-morehuman tasks

GLOBALISATION
Our workforce
goes global and
our workforce
comes to us

COLLABORATION
Many jobs, with
many employers,
often at the
same time

WHAT

WHERE

HOW

G
 eelong Advertiser, Our Jobs Future: Rise of the robot to hit job market, 2017, quoting 2016 ABS employment data & CEDA, Australia’s Future
Workforce Report 2015

15. The New Work Order, FYA, Accessed online, June 2020 http://www.fya.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/fya-future-of-work-report-final-lr.pdf
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NCVER Conference
STB participated virtually in July 2020 at the National Vocational Education and Training Research Conference ‘No Frills’
presenting the paper ‘Workforce ready in a transitioning regional economy’ via a recorded session. See Attachment 2 for the
presentation.

Abstract: Workforce ready in a transitioning regional
economy

collaboration and partnership with learnings and insights
for other regions.

In the 21st century, the Geelong region has consistently
voiced a collective narrative of community transition,
structural adjustment and economic transformation. For
much of its history, the region has relied on traditional
heavy manufacturing and large multinational companies
as major employers. In recent decades, the region has
recognised the risks associated with a rapidly changing
global economy and the urgent need to mitigate the
impact of structural adjustment and significant job losses.

This presentation will outline the evidence-based
approach taken by STB and The Gordon TAFE to deliver
a set of strategically aligned and integrated programs
to raise education attainment levels, increase workforce
participation through training and re-skilling and grow
existing and emerging industries through targeted skills
development.

In response, Skilling the Bay (STB), was established in
2011 to investigate and deliver education, employment
and innovation initiatives to support Geelong businesses
and workers transition to a more diverse and knowledgebased economy. STB brings together education
providers, industry and community organisations to
address emerging education, employment and skills
challenges. Led by The Gordon TAFE and delivered in
partnership with Deakin University and the Victorian
Government, it provides a model of coordination,

Evidence from stakeholder consultations and
independent evaluation indicate STB has played a key
role in enabling thousands of people across Greater
Geelong to participate in education and training
initiatives to gain the skills needed for work now and into
the future.
This presentation will demonstrate the opportunity
the VET Sector has to play in leading the development
of regional workforces capable of competing locally,
nationally and globally.

Historical Timeline - Industrial Revolution 16


16. Management
Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 5
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Victorian Training Awards
STB was recognised for its Industry Collaboration and was
selected as a finalist in the 2018 Victorian Training Awards
for its work on Careers in Community Services and Health
program.
This program is an example of a rich collaboration of
industry, education and training providers taking a proactive
approach to addressing the workforce development needs
of the rapidly expanding Health and Community Services
sector; now the major employer of the region. In total, 66
Health & Community Services providers were involved in at
least one aspect of this program. The ‘in-kind’ contribution
of employers to this program was substantial and estimated
to be worth over $1.3 million annually.
Developing a world-class workforce, Advanced Fibre
Cluster Geelong
The Gordon TAFE, together with Skilling the Bay, was
engaged by the Advanced Fibre Cluster Geelong (AFCG)
to determine the existing workforce composition, current
and future training development needs and workforce
requirements.
The vision for the AFCG is to accelerate the growth of its
industry members in the highly innovative engineering field
of composites and advanced manufacturing technology.
Over 12 weeks, STB and The Gordon undertook research
and consultation through member interviews and a
workshop to develop a report to inform short, medium and
long-term strategies to attract, retain and train (upskill) the
workforce and become global centre of excellence.
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The report ‘Developing a world-class workforce’ identified
several areas of strength, challenges and gaps along with
future training and workforce development needs. Several
strategies were identified and 11 recommendations were
made to develop a sustainable local workforce, support
member industries to enhance their capacity to grow and
thrive and raise awareness of advanced manufacturing as
an attractive career and business opportunity. The report is
provided at Attachment 3.
Renewable Regional Energy
The STB Manager was invited to attend a round table
discussion regarding job transitions and renewable energy
in Geelong and beyond, hosted by Deakin University, the
Danish High Commissioner and Vestas. The roundtable
was focused on lessons learnt from industrial transition in
Denmark, Geelong and raising awareness of opportunities
the introduction of Vestas brings to Geelong.

Workforce Training and Innovation Fund (WTIF)
Project Management Support

STB contribution within The Gordon
Along with the formal projects outlined, STB has operated
in constant collaboration with all aspects of the TAFE.

The PMO has provided project management support
and oversight to several projects within The Gordon
during Stage 3. STB was able to provide assistance and
experienced project management skills to The Gordon and
the PMO was reimbursed for the resources allocated to
these projects via the WTIF funds.

The STB Project Manager designed and facilitated a series
of Industry Training Needs Workshops with Gordon Heads
of Centre, to identify and define industry skills demands in
relation to Assistance Animals, Cyber Security, Agribusiness
and Aviation Refuelling. These workshops attended by
key industry stakeholders have informed new program
developments.

The Design Centre of Excellence develops initiatives in
collaboration with industry that enhance skills in multidisciplinary learning and applied design thinking aimed
at solving contemporary design problems, which in turn,
support the jobs of the future.

STB has continued to contribute to innovation and
entrepreneurship, along with participation in the Wade
Institute UpSchool program to facilitate teaching
Entrepreneurship at The Gordon. STB worked closely
with 25 teachers and staff to promote a culture of
entrepreneurship and bring these learnings back to the
PMO.

Housed in The Gordon Geelong City Campus, the Centre
brings disciplines together to form new dynamics,
collaborative pods, and industry-based design challenges,
from disciplines as diverse as advanced building and
design, graphic design, engineering, fashion design, and
information and communication technology.

The STB Project Manager has assisted with staff
engagement and workplace culture working closely with
the Director of People and Quality to design and facilitate
a series of staff forums to gather feedback and build
engagement opportunities in 2019.

The Centre will provide opportunities for applied
research and industry mentoring, new curriculum and
training resources, including four new accredited units
of competency. The Centre’s founding industry project
partners include, 3iD Architecture, Austeng Engineering,
Cotton On Group & Goop Digital.

STB also contributes to the promotion of staff and student
excellence, including on sitting on the selection panel for
the Outstanding Student Awards and, chairing the Student
of the Year panel and sponsors the Life Long Learning
Award for students demonstrating an ongoing commitment
to their learning.

Project management support and oversight was also
provided to the Jamie’s Ministry of Food program during
2019. This program was designed to foster healthy eating and
promote basic cooking skill to students, staff and community
members and reached over 500 participants. Assistance
provided included contract management, reporting and
community engagement at crucial stages of the project.

STB and Regional Bodies
Throughout the course of initiative delivery STB has worked with over 185 industry partners. In addition significant
collaboration has been undertaken with other key associations, programs and forum contribution including:
•

Advanced Fibre Cluster

•

Industry Engagement for Priority Cohorts (DET)

•

Barwon Regional Partnership

•

Principal Forums

•

Committee for Geelong

•

NDIS Round Table

•

City of Greater Geelong – Pre-employment Network
Meeting

•

Regional Department of Education and Training

•

Skills and Jobs Centre & CareerHub

•

Digital Innovation Festival

•

Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority

•

G21 Education and Training Pillar

•

Victorian Association of Secondary School Principals

•

Geelong Gallery

•

VCAL Regional Steering Group

•

Geelong Region Local Learning and Employment
Network

•

VCAL Coordinators Group Meeting

•

Geelong region Secondary Schools

•

Regional Development Victoria

•

Headstart

•

RISE Advisory Committee & Evaluation Group

•

Vestas/Deakin University Round Table
| 19
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Upstart Challenge
• Entrepreneurial ideas challenge,
accelerator and mentoring program
for Geelong region secondary school
students

Growing Health and Community Services
Program
• Delivery of accredited programs (VETis
and SbATs) in Health and Community
Services)
• Delivery of 7 non-accredited H&CS
immersion experience targeting
vulnerable students

Geelong Tertiary Futures Program
Immersive Year 9 Career Preview program:
• Bellarine Secondary College
• Belmont High School
• Newcomb Secondary College
• Northern Bay Secondary College
• Western Heights Secondary College

Returnships Program

Whittington Works

Northern Futures

Northern Futures

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Upstart, Industry Partners

RDV

Geelong Region Local Learning
and Employment Network,
CS&H Industry partners

DET, Pathways and Transitions

STB/The Gordon VET
Delivered in Secondary Schools
and Vocational Teaching teams

DESE

The Gordon Skills & Jobs
Centre

DET, HES

City of Greater Geelong

RDV

Delivery & Funding Partner

Initiative

The Challenge raises awareness of entrepreneurship as
a viable career option for Geelong’s secondary school
students.

This is a school based program combining awareness
raising initiatives with accredited courses to foster
entry level pathways to employment in the Community
Services and Health sectors – the fastest growing
employment sector.

The program builds awareness and increases
engagement with further study and future
employment pathways. Students gain employability
skills (completing 2 accredited units in communication
and workplace health and safety) and experience
five Vocational Preview study and employment
opportunities.

The Returnships program assisted skilled people
re-enter the workforce or explore new career
opportunities. Participants included parents returning
to work, mature aged workers, and some affected by
retrenchment.

A social inclusion place-based program delivering
education to employment outcomes for long-term
unemployed and those experiencing disadvantage in
Geelong’s East.

A social inclusion place-based program delivering
education to employment outcomes for long-term
unemployed and those experiencing disadvantage in
the northern suburbs.

Program Objectives

SUMMARY OF STAGE 3 INITIATIVES

• 518 student participants with 151 formal
entries in 2018/2019.
• Over 90% of participants in 2018
report improved understanding of
entrepreneurship as a future pathway

• 80% of participants in 2017/18 intend to
pursue a career in H&CS
• 211 students participated in accredited
programs in 2019
• 103 YTD students participated in nonaccredited immersion experiences

• 88% have a better understanding of the
variety of courses available
• 82% have a better idea of what employers
want in workers
• 74% feel better prepared to plan for a
future career
• Over 40% of students return to
The Gordon for future study (2016)

• Over 50% employment rates
• 23 participants employed

• 75% completion rate
(Target 65%)
• 39% employment rate
(Target 35%)

NB. NF are still reporting outcomes due to
COVID-19 delays

• 80% completion rate in 2018/2019
(Target = 80%)
• Over 70% employment rate in 2018/2019
(Target = 50%)

Key outcomes in 2018 2019 2020

210 students, 78 formal
Big Ideas entries (2018)
308 students, 73 formal
Big Ideas entries (2019)

334 students (2018)
314 students (2019)

427 students (2018)
499 students (2019)
525 students (2020)

43 participants

100 participants
(Target = 60)
39 employed

180 participants
(Target = 162)
93 employed

Participation
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STEM and Entrepreneurship in Primary
Schools

STEM Manufacturing Futures
• Girls Leading in Advanced Manufacturing
(GLAM)
• Geelong Future Leaders of Industry
(GFLoI)

Tech School PD Collaboration
• Teacher PD
• Tech Champions (in Schools)
• STEM, Digital Tech and Industry projects
• STEM Ed Conference (2018)

D-Tech Skills Builder
• Teacher professional learning and
development of curriculum resources to
integrate the digital curriculum across
themes and year levels (7 to 10)

The Gordon, STB and Geelong
Tech School

Digital Technologies
• Internet of Things
• Gaming with Python
• (New) Cyber Security Challenge

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Deakin University and STB

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Geelong Manufacturing
Council, STB and Adv
Manufacturing Industry
partners

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Geelong Tech School and STB

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Newcomb Secondary College,
The Gordon and STB

DET, Pathways and Transitions

Delivery & Funding Partner

Initiative

The program aims to build primary school teacher
capability in the teaching of STEM and entrepreneurial
thinking in the region. To promote early engagement
with STEM learning amongst primary school students

This initiative engages Year 9 & 10 students to careers
in advanced manufacturing, innovative design and
engineering. It helps build student awareness of
STEM related pathways and the skills and knowledge
required to work in these sectors.

This collaboration addresses the need to improve
the capability of STEM teaching practices in Geelong
regional secondary schools, as a means of inspiring the
next generation of STEM capable students.

To provide students in Years 7-10 with an immersion
digital technology experience and provide them with
the skills needed for 21st Century workplaces.
In collaboration with The Gordon, it also aims to
improve teacher capability and innovation in the
teaching of digital technologies in secondary schools.

The Digital Technology programs are designed to build
the capability of Digital Technology learning in the
Geelong region and promote increased attainment in
Digital Technology and STEM career pathways.

Program Objectives

• 11 Primary schools commit to SEPS
program for delivery in 2020.

• 100% feel better prepared to plan for a
future career in a STEM related field.
• 100% of students intend to study subjects
to enter a STEM related field in 2019

• 79% of teachers report improved STEM
teaching capability (target of 70%)
• 100% of students report raised
awareness of and confidence to pursue
STEM and digital technology pathways
(target of 70%)

• 76% of teachers report improved Digital
Technology teaching capability including
classroom innovation.

• Over 75% of all participants have a better
understanding of digital technology
pathways
• Over 70% of 2018 participants intend to
enrol in digital technology/STEM subjects.
• Over 90% of teachers report increase
capability and capacity in digital
technologies

Key outcomes in 2018 2019 2020

22 teachers (2020)

40 students (2018)
42 students (2019)
45 students (2020)

95 teachers, Tech School PD
44 teachers, STEM
Conference 2018

210 students (2018)
181 students (2019)
210 students (2020)

94 students, 44 teachers
(2018)
46 students (2019)
40 students (2020)

Participation

BRIDGING THE GAP: EDUCATION TO
EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES
Northern Futures
Funding Source: Skilling the Bay, via Regional Development
Victoria
Northern Futures (NF) delivers tailored training and
employment programs for disadvantaged jobseekers in
Geelong’s northern suburbs. Programs provide the skills,
resources and motivation required to inspire hope and
transform lives, while addressing the need for appropriately
skilled workers, as identified by industries including
advanced manufacturing, construction, health and
community services and business and administration.

The Business Basics course helped build
my confidence and develop my speaking
skills. I found the visits to different
workplaces helpful because they taught
me what day to day life might be like. It
helped me understand workplaces and
how to handle different situations. ”
Connor,
Business Basics participant and trainee recipient
Training is delivered based on local industry workforce
needs, to ensure graduates have the best chance to
secure employment. Northern Futures is successful in
seeing disadvantaged jobseekers move into employment
due to the strong relationships built with local employers
(40+ industry partners) who provide work experience,
employment opportunities and traineeships for program
participants. Employers also provide site tours and
education in how to be successful in the workplace. These
Industry partners make a considerable in-kind contribution,
ensuring jobseekers have the additional support required to
undertake training and stay in employment.

The Gordon TAFE is the lead RTO and is best-placed
to provide education and training given its key role in
Geelong’s transition from traditional manufacturing to a
more diverse knowledge and service based economy. The
training courses are highly experiential and include guest
speakers from industry and site visits to business partners.
These courses are designed to skill participants for jobs
in growth sectors of the local economy such as business
administration, health care and engineering. Due to smaller
class sizes, which support positive participant learning
outcomes, there is a gap in the cost of training delivery and
the amount The Gordon recoups in funding. This equated to
approximately $51,000 in Semester 1 2020.
The Gordon teachers deliver training on site at Northern
Futures, and provide additional support to students.
Northern Futures work with employers to provide postplacement support for at least 12 months, ensuring
participants transition successfully from training to
meaningful and sustained employment. Most recently
Northern Futures has increased collaboration with
LearnLocals, engaging Cloverdale to deliver pre-accredited
training for some participants and they continue to explore
future opportunities with the sector.
The program is enhancing links with the Growing
Regional Opportunities for Work (GROW) initiative which
has employers signed to a local compact which asks
organisations to buy local goods and services and to recruit
people from disadvantaged communities within the region,
including Corio/Norlane, into their workforce.
Options for Future Delivery: STB recommends continued
support of this valuable program due to the positive
outcomes and continued need in the northern suburbs.
Outcomes and program highlights:

180

participants
(Target = 162)

80%

completion rate
over 2018/19
(Target = 80%)

NB. Compared
with 49% projected
completion
rates for all VET
2017 courses

Delivery Partner: Northern Futures
Program History: Delivered over 2018, 2019 to June 2020
Key Stakeholders: The program has secured long standing
support from over 40 significant employers in the region,
who offer structured mentoring, industry visits, work
placements, and employment opportunities. Traineeships
are regularly offered by the TAC, local and state
government, and Barwon Health.
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>70%

employment rate
for 2018/2019
(Target = 50%)

Given the contract extension and barriers due to COVID-19,
NF is extremely well placed to exceed these target
outcomes when the Current 2020 Intake is able to graduate.

Outcomes v. Targets
Total Intakes

Commencements

Completions

Employed

Further study

2018 (Target of 70 per year)

80

72 (90%)

46 (63%)

16 (22%)

2019 (Target of 70 per year)

77

54 (70%)

45 (83%)

10 (18%)

STB Total for 2020 (YTD) (Target of 22)

23

9

2

2

Target KPIs (in participant number and %)

162

129 (80%)

65 (50%)

Achieved YTD

180

135 (75%)

93 (69%)

28 (21%)
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Whittington Works

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: Skilling the Bay, via DET

During Stage 3, 75% of Whittington Works participants who
enrolled in an education to employment course completed
their training. This compares positively against the State
average for government-funded VET courses certificate
I and above commenced in 2017 where only 47% of
participants completed training.

Whittington Works supports people in Eastern Geelong
and surrounding communities who are experiencing
unemployment to engage in education and training
for work. The Whittington Works Alliance auspiced by
City of Greater Geelong is a partnership that promotes
lifelong learning and helps improve local residents’ skills
and qualifications. It also provides job coaching and links
employers and industry to jobseekers through ‘education
to employment’ programs. The program rebranded to
Opportunity East in 2019.

100

actual enrolments
in training courses

Delivery Partner: City of Greater Geelong (CoGG)
Program History: Delivered over 2018, 2019 to June 2020
Key Stakeholders: Whittington Works delivered the
education to employment project ‘Opportunity East’, in
partnership with The Gordon’s Skills and Jobs Centre,
Brotherhood of St Laurence and Encompass Community
Services. Opportunity East supports people from
Whittington and surrounding areas to reskill, retrain and
build confidence for work. Residents from Whittington
and surrounding suburbs also have access to job coaching
from Bethany Community Support as part of the State
Government’s Jobs Victoria Employment Network project.

6

training courses
with
60 enrolments

75%

completion rate
(Target = 65%)

Options for Future Delivery: STB has been in discussion
with CoGG to continue support for these communities
via the Vital Communities project. The program has no
guaranteed funding and has now concluded.

39%

employment rate
(Target = 35%)

Outcomes v. Targets
Total Intakes

Commencements

Completions

Employed

Further study

Target KPIs* (in participant number and %)

60

40 (65%)

21 (35%)

NA

Stage 3 Participation % (2018/2019)

100

75

39

15

* Target delivery of 6 training courses as per CFA
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Returnships Program

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: Skilling the Bay, Department of Education,
Skills and Employment

The pilot program has achieved some amazing results:

The Delivery of the Returnships program was completed
on 30 June 2018. The program, delivered by the Skills
and Jobs Centre (SaJC), in collaboration with the
Commonwealth Department of Employment and STB
has achieved outstanding results within the pilot phase,
assisting priority cohorts to re-enter the workforce through
the provision of paid work placements in growing industry
sectors in Geelong.
Delivery Partner: Skills and Jobs Centre (SaJC)

43

program
participants

Program History: Delivered to June 2018
Key Stakeholders: This program is unique to our region
and Victoria, as it provides Returnships (placements)
across multiple industry sectors, and in multiple job roles.
Industry involvement and support for the program was
critical to success and 28 organisations provided placement
opportunities, which ultimately translated into 50% job
outcomes for participants.
The program attracted over 40 participants, who
undertook up to 112 hours of paid work-placement matched
to their area of interest and/training or experience.
Participants were ineligible for other government assistance
and often faced multiple barriers to employment, such
as age, lack of experience, low confidence, no industry
connections or networks, or new Australian immigrant.
Options for Future Delivery: STB recommends future
iterations of this program due to the successful employment
outcomes for participants and industry employers.
A key success factor of the program was individualised
and tailored support provided by the SaJC, including:
careers advice, resume preparation and interview
preparation, coaching and skills development. This pre
placement support combined with real work experiences
in modern workplaces, means that participants are able
to meaningfully contribute to the operations of their host
employer.

>50%

employment
outcomes
(23 participants)

1

apprenticeship

1

undertaking further
study and is on a
new pathway to
employment
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FUTURE INDUSTRY PATHWAYS
FOR YEAR 9 STUDENTS
Geelong Tertiary Futures Program

Outcomes and Program Highlights:

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions
The Geelong Tertiary Futures Program (GTFP) initiative
allows Year 9 students from targeted schools in the
Geelong region to experience tertiary pathways at The
Gordon. The participating schools are situated in lower
SES areas, with many students coming from vulnerable
backgrounds and having minimal understanding of tertiary
pathways.

>40%

returned to The Gordon
for further study (2016)
(Target = increased
school retention)

890

participants
(2018/19)

It made me think further about schooling.”
Student
The objectives of the initiative are to promote educational
attainment for students and raise awareness of future
pathways to employment. Participating students complete
two modules from a Certificate I in Employment Pathways
and five in-depth Preview Courses (unaccredited), of which
there are approximately 30 to choose from.
This long-running program (now in its fifth year delivered
by STB) continues to have a very positive impact on
students’ awareness of pathways to future employment and
education options needed to access those pathways.
Delivery Partner: The Gordon VET Delivered to Secondary
Schools (VETDSS)
Program History: Pilot in 2014, delivered 2015-2020
Key Stakeholders: Bellarine Secondary College, Newcomb
Secondary College, Northern Bay College, Western Heights
College (Belmont High School to join in 2020).
Options for Future Delivery: The Gordon VETDSS is best
placed to continue delivery of this important program.
Changes made in 2020 to facilitate remote delivery
of the Accredited Work Skills units will enable greater
reach ongoing. As apprentice numbers are predicted
to continue to fall (creating a potential skills shortage
over the next decade) the introduction to VET pathways
remains important. This program will continue to act as a
precursor to, and compliment the careers initiatives being
implemented by DET such as Headstart.
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520

participants
(2020)

Improved student knowledge and
attitudes of tertiary pathways
(2019 student survey results:)

88%

have a better
understanding of
available courses

82%

have a better idea
of what employers
want in workers

74%

feel better prepared
to plan for a
future career

The Geelong Tertiary Futures Program has
been instrumental in the recorded elevation
of VET enrolments among our year 10 and 11
cohort since inception, and therefore, is directly
responsible for the systemic change in how our
students interact and engage with the Gordon
TAFE through to post-secondary education.
The program opens up attainable pathways for
our students and breaks down the barriers of
tertiary learning. It builds confidence, creates
possibilities and instils pride as evidenced by
the high levels of attendance and completion.
Our cohort at Newcomb Secondary College
have been well served by the GTFP and
our association with the Gordon TAFE.”
Chris George,
Pathways Coordinator, Newcomb Secondary College

It gave me more of an understanding
of what I want to do in the future”
Student
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Growing the Health and Community Services
Workforce Program
Funding Source: STB via Regional Development Victoria
The Growing the Health & Community Services Workforce
program is an early workforce development partnership
project delivered by the Geelong Region Local Learning
and Employment Network (GRLLEN). It aimed to increase
awareness of career opportunities for young people in the
Health and Community Services local strategic growth
industry and engage them in education and training
pathways linked to employment in these sectors.
The program addresses the need for skilling the Health &
Community Services sector and addressing labour force
shortages while securing a long-term supply of workers
to the sector. It also addresses the challenge of attracting
and retaining younger workers. The Health & Community
Services sector is forecast to be the largest contributor
of total job growth in the Geelong region 2019 – 2024,
accounting for 34% of all new jobs.
Delivery Partners: The Geelong Region Local Learning &
Employment Network (GRLLEN)

Outcomes and Program Highlights

85%

completion rates for
accredited programs
(vs NCVER 47%
average)

78%

of students
intend to pursue
a career in H&CS

57%

students from
vulnerable backgrounds
(increase underresourced student
participation)

Program History: Delivered over 2018/2019
Key Stakeholders: The Program was headed by an
Advisory Committee made up of a strong contingent of
industry leaders including representatives from the largest
H&CS employers in the region. Employers represented
included Barwon Health, St John of God, DHHS and
genU. Education, training and employment groups were
represented by individuals including a government school
Principal, VCAA, Geelong Careers Teachers Association,
The Gordon TAFE, Deakin University and G-Force.
The Program worked closely with over 60 Community
Service and Health industry partners to host educational
programs and place students. The program worked with 28
regional secondary education providers.
Recognition: In 2018 the program was recognised as
a finalist in the Victorian Industry Training Awards for
Industry Collaboration.
Options for future delivery: Several models of delivery
were explored to ensure regional workforce development
outcomes are not lost due to lack of coordination and
collaboration across the education and industry sectors and
that pathways into the sector are evident to young people
and their families.
Funding is required for coordination of the program
across all regional schools, training organisations and
industry. Industry currently contributes significant inkind contribution as per above. A sustainability plan with
recommendations was submitted to RDV in February 2020.
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>65%

industry partner
participation
(Target = 50)

425

students enrolled
in Accredited
Training Programs

262

students
participated in
Non-accredited
Taster Programs

28

participating
secondary schools

VTA Finalist, 2018

GHCSW Steering Committee, 2019
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Industry Commitment and Initiative Endorsement
Health and community service providers in the Geelong region widely endorsed this initiative as helping to provide positive
outcomes towards their workforce development objectives. The program is led by an Advisory Committee made up of
key industry leaders who are committed to its ongoing sustainability, not only for the skills and training needs but the
opportunity for collaboration and networking.

This program helps support the workforce requirements
of Barwon Health through increasing awareness of career
opportunities for young people in a local strategic growth
industry and engages them in education and training
pathways linked to employment across the region. This
program is in line with Barwon Health’s strategic plan, pillar
two, ‘People at their Best’. It is important our workforce
represents the diversity of the community Barwon Health
serves, and reflects strong partnerships across the region.”

The industry collaboration formalised in this program
builds on an already strong network of providers
ensuring industry needs are supported. These
partnerships enable collaborative approaches to tailor
training and course structure, which in turn delivers a
more work ready and employable skilled workforce.”
Dinie MacRae, L&D Coordinator

Jacinta Kenny,
Workforce Talent Acquisition Advisor,

Industry partners
committed over
$2.3 million in-kind
support over
Stage 3.

We strongly support this program. It is a positive
initiative for the community, and a meaningful
collaboration for industry that assists our workforce
development. We will continue to provide in-kind
support to ensure productive program outcomes.”

Students participating in the Growing the Health
and Community Services Workforce program have
enhanced knowledge, skills and understanding of the
health sector. This supports our workforce requirements
by building the skills of our young workers.”

Clinton Walsh,
Group Organisational Development Manager,

Anne Henderson,
General Manager, of Education Services,
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BUILDING STEM CAPABILITY IN
THE GEELONG REGION
STEM Manufacturing Futures

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways and Transitions
The STEM Manufacturing Futures initiative encourages
students in Years 9 and 10 from the Geelong region
to consider a professional pathway or trade with a
focus on technology, design, engineering or advanced
manufacturing. The initiative supports the priority of
building capability in science, technology, engineering
design and mathematics (STEM) and raises the profile of
advanced manufacturing as an important career pathway in
the Geelong region.

42

participants
(2019)

89%

completion
rate

Being in the program has helped me
choose subjects for my future career.”
Student
There are two strands of the program both culminating
in a graduation with industry leaders. The Girls Leading
Advanced Manufacturing (GLAM) focuses exclusively on
encouraging girls into a STEM related advanced design
manufacturing pathway. The Geelong Future Leaders of
Industry (GFLOI) is open to all.

100%

of students report
increased knowledge
and attitudes to
a STEM field

100%

of students feel better
prepared to plan for a
career in a STEM field

Delivery Partner: Geelong Manufacturing Council (GMC)
Program History: Delivered 2018 to 2020
Participating schools: Bellarine Secondary College, Clonard
College, Geelong College, Geelong High School, Kardinia
International College, Lara Secondary College, Sacred Heart
College, St Ignatius College, St Joseph’s College, Western
Heights College.

100%

of students understand
the importance of,
& intend to enrol
in, a VCE or VCAL
STEM pathway

Key Stakeholders and Industry Partners: Deakin University,
Lyondell Bassel, Thornton Engineering, Boomaroo
Nurseries, Viva Energy, Barwon Water, Geelong Quality
Council, Sykes Racing, The Gordon & Geelong Tech School,
Ford Australia, Malteurop, Powercor, Quickstep, CSIRO, Air
Radiators, 4P Consulting
The program is well supported by the local advanced
manufacturing industry, with the following GMC members
investing significant in-kind support to provide insights
into the opportunities in the local industry for students.
Students were able to experience 29 industry site tours
and workshops to build their knowledge of advanced
manufacturing opportunities.
Options for Future Delivery: GMC is well placed to be
funded to continue to deliver this program with ongoing
in-kind industry support.
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Geelong Tech School Collaboration

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions
The Geelong Tech School collaboration addresses the
need to improve the capability of STEM teaching practices
in Geelong regional secondary schools to inspire the next
generation of STEM capable students. The collaboration
works to inspire more students to undertake a STEM
pathway to future employment and ensure a supply of
graduates to match growing workforce demand.

79%

of teachers report
improved STEM
teaching capability
(Target = 70%)

Delivery Partner: Geelong Tech School
Program History: Delivered over 2018/2019/2020
Participating schools and teachers: all 26 regional
secondary schools.
Key Stakeholders and Industry Partners: The Tech School
works closely with regional secondary schools and industry
to enhance student learning and build the skills needed
in future workforces. Learning centres on industry-led
projects in a high-tech environment. Innovative educational
programs have been developed collaboratively by industry
partners and teachers while being supported by experts in
their fields. Technology includes computer applications, 3-D
printers and laser cutting machines, robotics, design and
electronics.
Options for Future Delivery: STB recommend that teacher
capability continues to be funded in order to foster
continued teaching capacity in STEM.
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100%

of students report
raised awareness of, &
confidence to pursue,
STEM & digital tech
pathways
(Target = 70%)

95

teachers
participated in PD
assisted by STB

STEM and Entrepreneurship in Primary Schools

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions
The STEM and Entrepreneurship in Primary Schools (SEPS)
initiative supports the priority of building capability in
science, technology, engineering design and mathematics
(STEM) along with inspiring future generations of
young people to tackle employment challenges with
entrepreneurial flair.

11

schools

Early introduction to these concepts is critical to help instil
an attitude of inquiry from an early age when children are
naturally curious about their world. Early education can also
assist in addressing the male gender bias of roles in STEM.

22

teachers

The end outcome is to support the transition of the
Geelong economy to become more knowledge based
with an emphasis on 21st Century skills for jobs of the
future. It recognises that the future prosperity of the
regional economy will require enhanced STEM related skills
complemented by entrepreneurial thinking.

Teachers rate
improved SEPS
teaching
capability

Delivery Partner: Deakin University
Program History: Launched in late 2019 to be delivered in
2020
Key Stakeholders and Industry Partners: 11 Regional
Primary Schools:

The SEPS Project has the following objectives:

•

Nelson Park School

•

•

Deans Marsh Primary School

Build primary teacher capability in the teaching of STEM
and entrepreneurial thinking in the Barwon region.

•

Aireys Inlet Primary School

•

•

Bellbrae Primary School

•

Point Lonsdale Primary School

•

Ocean Grove Primary School

Enhance primary teacher understanding and
confidence in using contemporary STEM and
entrepreneurial thinking teaching practice to innovate in
the classroom.

•

Newtown Primary School

•

Increase participation and engagement among primary
students in STEM and entrepreneurial thinking activities.

•

Belmont Primary School

•

Hamlyn Banks Primary School

•

South Geelong Primary School

•

Christian College Geelong Junior School Belmont
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STB supported the Deakin University STEM Ed Conference
in 2018. It was also supported in 2016, and planned to be
supported in 2020 but was postponed due to COVID-19.
The aim is to build the capacity of STEM teachers and to
help arrest the decline in student STEM participation and
attainment in Geelong region schools. It is part of a multifaceted approach to support the Geelong region’s transition
into a smart, knowledge-based economy, with a futurefocused workforce, driving productivity and employment.
This approach recognised that:
•

STEM education and the acquisition of STEM skills are
essential for future prosperity.

•

Reversing the trend of decreasing STEM participation in
schools is a priority.

•

Improving teacher capability in schools is a key strategy
for helping address the STEM skills gap.
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The STEM Conference succeed in showcasing world leading
expertise and teaching practice based on the best available
research to:
•

Improve STEM teaching capability in schools.

•

Improve pre-service STEM teacher training outcomes.

•

Deepen industry connections with education.

The Conference attracted participants from Victoria, the
Australian Capital Territory, Queensland, Japan, Finland and
India.
STB funded 44 of teachers in attendance, with teachers
from the Geelong and Barwon region representing just over
50% of Conference participants; a productive outcome
aligning well with the initiative’s priority to build STEM
teaching capability in the Geelong and Barwon regions.

DEVELOPING REGIONAL INNOVATION
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Upstart Entrepreneurial Challenge

Outcomes and Program Highlights

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions
This program works to build entrepreneurship and
innovation capacity in the Geelong region by using
education and training to inspire students.
As the future of work continues to change at a rapid rate,
the need to equip young people with entrepreneurial
thinking skills is critical if we want to achieve prosperity and
wellbeing within our community. We need young people to
have the ability to think globally, be adaptive and have the
smart skills required to create our emerging industries and
drive growth within existing industries through innovation.
Delivery Partner: Upstart

518

student participants
(Target = 220 per
year, total 440)

151

formal Big Ideas
entries
(Target = 170)

NB. This was due to
a delay in securing
funding, resulting
in a delayed start.

Program History: Delivered 2015-2019
Participating Schools (Big Ideas): Belmont High School,
Lara Secondary College, Lutheran College, Northern Bay
College, Sacred Heart College, St Joseph’s College.
Key Stakeholders and Industry Engagement: Upstart
attracted an average of 20 mentor partners per year.
Mentors are an integral component of the Upstart
Challenge program, with significant resources devoted to
developing, nurturing and maintaining an extended network
from which a diverse group of business owners/leaders,
industry experts, media professionals and entrepreneurs
are recruited and trained to be the mentoring team.
Mentors provide students a unique opportunity to
connect with the ‘real world’, gain valuable insights
to industry at all levels, and who provide wise
counsel and sounding board for ideas in flight.
Extremely positive feedback is received from students
regarding their mentor sessions during bootcamps and
workshops and several requests for increased mentor
time. The role mentors play in preparing students for
the Ideas Showcase cannot be underestimated.

89%

of students
report increased
awareness of
entrepreneurship as
a viable career path

50/50

government and
non-government
schools over
Stage 3

50/50

equal gender over the
five year program

The Upstart program showed continuous improvement
over Stage 3, providing extra elements to support
schools and innovate in response to school priorities.
The result was an integrative and supportive program
to foster entrepreneurship along the journey.
Options for Future Delivery: STB recommends continued
support to deliver this program or derivatives and
ongoing engagement through the Geelong Tech School.

The more we can educate secondary
school students to learn both business
basics and entrepreneurial traits, the
better off as a country we will be. The
Upstart Challenge program manages to
successfully weave in both.”
Maurice Grasso, Melbourne Angel Investment
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RAISING STUDENT ASPIRATIONS
AND THE PROFILE OF TAFE
Newcomb D-Tech Skills Builder
Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions
The Newcomb D-Tech Skills Builder program is a unique
collaboration between Newcomb Secondary College and
The Gordon TAFE. The program is currently run as a pilot
with the potential to expand to other regional secondary
schools.
The Gordon Information, Communication and Technology
(ICT) Department with Newcomb Secondary College
continue to jointly develop digital technology curricula
for students in Years 7 to 10. This involves a collaborative
professional development program for Newcomb
Secondary College teachers, including digital technology
teachers, but also those from other disciplines who
participate in the GROW (Getting Ready for the Outside
World) program.
The program is designed to build teacher capability and
student agency, with students who complete a particular
theme being eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning at
The Gordon. Participating students are enrolled at The
Gordon and can work through several themes in ICT at
their own pace, receiving certificates and badges as they
progress. The curriculum design takes the best elements of
industry informed training sector curricula with the VCAA
Digital Technology Curricula encompassing five themes:
Web Design, Networking, the Internet of Things, Gaming
with Python and most recently Cybersecurity.
Delivery Partner: The Gordon TAFE, Information,
Communications and Technology
Program History: Delivered 2018 to 2020

An example of
the progression
in web design:
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Key Stakeholders: Newcomb Secondary College, teachers
and students
Options for Future Delivery: Significant development work
has occurred in this project over 2019, it is now available
to be rolled out to other schools interested in building
capability in digital technologies.
Outcomes and Program Highlights

83%

of teachers
rate digital tech
curriculum as high
& meeting criteria

100%

of teachers report
improved digital tech
teaching capability

62%

of students report
increased awareness
of digital tech &
STEM pathways

Digital Technologies Programs –
Student and Teacher Focus

Delivery Partner: The Gordon TAFE, Information
Communication & Technology

Funding Source: STB via DET Pathways & Transitions

Program History: Delivered over 2018/2019

STB in conjunction with The Gordon TAFE ran
series of digital technology programs and events
throughout Stage 3. These programs respond to
the need to reverse the trend of decreasing STEM
participation in schools and raise the profile of digital
technologies, particularly as it relates to STEM areas.

Key Stakeholders: Geelong region secondary
schools, students and teachers

The first strand (delivered during 2018) was designed
to support teachers of digital technology curriculum
in primary and secondary schools in the Geelong
region through the establishment of a Geelong region
digital technologies teachers’ professional learning
network (D-Tech Teachers’ Learning Community).
Program details include:
•

Coordination and facilitation of network activities by
Skilling the Bay and The Gordon’s Information and
Communication Technology department.

•

The network is hosted by The Gordon’s Information
and Communication Technology department at The
Gordon’s East Campus, providing access to facilities,
hardware and software.

•

Delivery of a program of professional learning
workshops and seminars for members in collaboration
with ICT experts from The Gordon, Deakin University
and the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority.

The second strand focussed on engaging Year 9 and
10 students from Geelong Secondary Schools to raise
student digital technology capability in the Geelong
region and introducing them to the ICT pathways at
The Gordon. The suite of digital technology pathways
available for students to explore included Robotics,
Coding and the Internet of Things, Gaming with Python,
and the newly introduced Cyber Security Challenge.
Cybersecurity was introduced as it is one of the
world’s fastest growing employment areas, and this
is predicted to continue as increases in cyberattack
become more common. STB, in partnership with The
Gordon launched a pilot course of the Cybersecurity
Challenge on 2019. The students completed the
program with their Digital Technology teacher
and provided valuable and positive feedback.

There are two strands to this project:
•

The first strand focused on engaging Year 9 and 10
students from the Geelong region.

•

The second strand supported developing teacher
capability in delivering digital technology curriculum in
schools.

Options for Future Delivery: Digital technology skills
and awareness continue to rise in region. The Geelong
Tech School now provides a valuable and accessible
source for STEM and digital technology learnings.
Outcomes and Program Highlights

Students
•

140 Year 9 and 10 students participated in the Digital
Technology Short Course programs, graduating with
an increased interest in STEM pathways and a greater
understanding of digital technologies as a future pathway.

•

In 2019, 76% of IoT, 100% of Python and 71% of Cyber
graduates indicated that the program assisted them to
prepare for a future career in Digital Technologies.

•

Over 50% of students in all courses agree that they will
pursue a STEM or digital technology pathway in VCE/
VCAL/VET.

Teachers:
•

In 2018, over 90% of teachers report increased
capability across the following digital technology
teaching areas:
» Increased capacity to teach digital technologies.
» Increased confident to engage students in the
subject area.
» Increased ability to raise students’ awareness of
future pathways.
» 44 teachers participated over 6 events.

The course was then promoted to all Year 9 and 10
students in Geelong regional Secondary Schools,
aiming to raise awareness of the importance of
cybersecurity in personal life and potential employment
pathways. This will also help to promote The Gordon’s
current short course Cybersecurity offering and
future accredited training in this growing area.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER
An evidence-based model for the future

The GEWP report was commissioned to:

As outlined in the Stage 3 Methodology, in late 2019
the STB Advisory Group, supported by DET, embarked
on a research project to report on the education and
workforce profile of Geelong from 2011 to 2021.

•

Develop a Geelong region past, present and emerging
education and workforce profile.

•

Tell the ‘Geelong Story’, providing a narrative of how
Geelong’s employment, education and skills landscape
has changed since 2011, and the factors that have
influenced this change.

•

Assist with future planning by exploring the extent
to which opportunities have been realised and the
challenges that remain to inform decision making and
determine what role STB should play in the future.

•

Examine the evolving social and economic landscape
and make recommendations as to future approaches to
addressing education, employment and skills challenges
in the region.

•

Investigate realistic potential future funding options or
models to address emerging challenges.

Geelong Education Workforce Profile
The result of this is the Geelong Education Workforce
Profile 2011-2021 (GEWP, Attachment 1). The GEWP is an
evidence based research and recommendation report,
supported by DET, and able to be utilised by the whole
region to inform a unified approach to address current
and emerging regional education, employment and skills
challenges.

Why undertake the research?
•

Tell the Geelong Story

•

Learn from our collective experience

•

Understand persisting issues

•

Look beyond the horizon to emerging challenges and opportunities

•

Identify what role, if any STB should play in the future?

The GEWP, undertaken by Management Governance
Australia, was released in June 2020.
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CONCLUSION
Over its three stages of delivery, Skilling the Bay (STB)
has realised several integrated projects to improve
education, employment and skills outcomes for the
Geelong region. It has brought together education
providers, community organisations and industry to
provide tangible results for participants and stakeholders.
This Stage 3 report details the work undertaken by STB
and the Project Management Office (PMO) to manage
and deliver a suite of targeted initiatives to raise education
attainment, increase workforce participation and grow
existing and emerging industries through targeted
skills development. Specifically this report has outlined
how strong STB governance, coupled with operational
responsibility carried by The Gordon, has ensured
consistent management of initiatives and projects, including
a continuous improvement approach to program delivery.
This report highlights PMO and program value for money
outcomes, including new pathways to further study or
employment, increased enrolments and development of
new VET courses. Additional benefits include effective
collaboration and partnerships with industry, schools,
government agencies and regional and community
networks. Project outcomes demonstrate that the majority
of the performance indicators have been met or exceeded.
As STB prepares for conclusion in 2020, there are
many indicators that the cumulative work of STB has
positively impacted the Geelong region, and fulfilled
its aims to support people of all ages to participate in
education and training, particularly the vulnerable and
those experiencing disadvantage. The most recent
evidence of this is detailed in the Geelong Education and
Workforce Profile 2011 – 2021 (GEWP) research report.
The GEWP report tells the story of Geelong’s response to
the decline in traditional manufacturing and impending jobs
crisis in 2011, and its transition to a more diverse knowledgebased economy in the years following. The GEWP profiles
the education, employment and skills landscape over the
decade and details emerging challenges and opportunities.
This research provides an evidence base to inform a unified
approach to address current and developing education,
employment and skills challenges, including identifying
how such a strategy can be resourced in the future.

It is timely, that as governments, businesses and the
community consider the next steps for recovery postCOVID-19, the GEWP report and recommendations
remain relevant despite a considerably changed landscape
from the one they were written in. Education and skills
initiatives will form essential strategies to support
social and economic recovery. The recommendations
identified provide us with a mechanism to rebound more
successfully and grasp opportunities more effectively
as we deal with the critical education and employment
challenges ahead, and emerge in a new environment.

Whilst Geelong has generally
transitioned well through the changes
to its economy over the past decade,
ongoing commitment to initiatives such
as Skilling the Bay, and its future iteration
and evolution, is necessary to ensure
that the region’s workforce is educated,
skilled and equipped to navigate change
and to be at the forefront of driving
innovation in a new economy.” 19
There are many who have contributed to STB across all
stages, and to the successful, and often life-changing
outcomes for program participants. Looking forward, it is
our desire that as a region we can build on our considerable
strengths and work together to realise our potential in these
incredibly difficult and challenging times as the Geelong
region undergoes significant transition once again.

19. Management Governance Australia, Geelong Education and Workforce Profile Report, 2020, p 67
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